“A fascinating book that shows how networks are connected to some of the central ideas in economics, and builds into a far-ranging exploration of how networks operate in the world.”
— Jon Kleinberg, Cornell University

“Extraordinarily clear and comprehensive, Networks will be an indispensable reference for both students and researchers alike. The text remarkably both distills and details the essential arguments and insights.”
— Rachel Kranton, Duke University

“This fantastic book provides an excellent, highly readable, rigorous introduction to the study of networks. This book is a must-read for anybody interested in the true richness of human interactions.”
— Daron Acemoglu, MIT

“All social scientists can learn from Goyal’s expansive and beautifully crafted work, a rare but happy balance between technical rigor and the exploration of central economic, political, and social topics.”
— Mark Granovetter, Stanford University

“Networks is a marvelous distillation of thirty years of progress in one of the most active, interdisciplinary, and exciting areas in social science. Its scope is unmatched. It is indispensable for any scholar working on networks in the social sciences and beyond.”
— Benjamin Golub, Northwestern University

“We are surrounded by networks that shape our opinions, ideas, and actions. Goyal provides a rigorous and accessible guide to understanding how managers and policy makers can incorporate these effects into their strategy. A must-read for anyone interested in business and management studies.”
— Andrea Galeotti, London Business School

“Networks is as stunning in breadth as it is in clarity. Seamlessly integrating mathematical models with empirical data, lab experiments, and fascinating historical accounts, this book could serve as the primary text for a variety of network science courses, both basic and advanced, as well as a valuable resource for researchers.”
— Duncan Watts, University of Pennsylvania

“Networks of production, financial, transport and other relationships should be at the center of our understanding of the modern economy. This outstanding advanced undergraduate textbook is centered around these networks.”
— Stephen Morris, MIT

“Knowing something about networks is now essential for economists and powerful methods have been developed for studying them. Sanjeev Goyal is a central figure in this development. Here, Goyal shares his expertise in a way that will make the ideas accessible to a wide range of backgrounds. It will become a standard reference for years to come.”
— Tim Besley, London School of Economics